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“With no power comes no responsibility. Except that wasn’t true.” 

This is what Dave Lizewski (played by Aaron Johnson) said in the first Kick-Ass movie, before he 

learned that in the real world the bad guys wouldn’t cower just because he had a costume, a mask 

and a dream of making the world a better place. In the real world, the movies seem to say, courage 

without power would only get your ass kicked. And the only way you could prevent this was by 

becoming strong yourself. 

*Warning: This feature contains spoilers* 

My friends told me Kick-Ass is a spoof of superhero movie genre, much like Craig Mazin’s Superhero 

Movie (2008). But after watching it, I disagreed with them. Kick-Ass isn’t a spoof — if it were, there 

would be more references from other movies and less gory crime-fighting. Kick-Ass is a superhero 

movie: a more down-to-earth superhero movie that didn’t try to smooth out the real world with 

mere words of “duty” and “justice”. In Kick-Ass, the heroes understood that just wearing a mask and 

shouting “Justice Forever” wouldn’t do any good. If they truly wanted to stop the bad guys and 

protect the people around them, they needed power. 

Power — that’s the ticket. In these movies, if you didn’t have power you couldn’t be superheroes. 

Look how, throughout the first movie, the weak Kick-Ass became nothing but a punching bag while 

the strong Hit-Girl (Chloë Grace Moretz) stole all the thunder. Look how, in the second movie, Kick-

Ass had to train himself under the younger superhero’s wings before he could be a superhero he 

always wanted to be. Even The Motherfucker (Christopher Mintz-Plasse) had power of a sort — the 

power of money that allowed him to buy an army of supervillains, including the crazy strong Mother 

Russia (Olga Kurkulina) who must’ve been the most bad-ass mother in the world. The two movies 

revolve on the idea of power — particularly brawn power, which has tendency to change from 

“power to protect” to “violence”. 

The thing about power — the most important thing — is that once you have it, it’s difficult not to 

misuse it. Yes, Hit-Girl is awesome — apparently that’s what growing up as a vigilante assassin would 

do to you — but when she jumped into her crime-fighting mode she became more violent than the 
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villains themselves. She chopped their hands off; she disembowelled them with a double-edged 

sword. She stabbed them with kitchen knives; she headshot the rest of them. By comparison the 

worst things the bad guys did — that is, the ones that were shown on the screen — were a hilarious 

rape failure and a torture scene broadcasted live in TV. So which side was misusing their power? 

Both of them, if you think about it. The bad guys misused their power to spread terror on anyone 

related to the good guys, while the good guys misused their power to extract revenge on the bad 

guys. But because this is a superhero movie, it’s easy to guess which side the audience would 

empathise. And this seems kinda unfair. Not in Kick-Ass, not in other movies, the good guys would 

be justified even after they killed a lot of people, while the bad guys would be condemned if they 

killed just one person. If you killed a hundred lives like Hit-Girl did, you were called a hero; if you 

killed one or two lives like The Motherfucker did, you were called a murderer. No wonder everyone 

want to be the good guys; the bad guys take all the blame. 

There’s one more thing the Kick-Ass movies tell us about power: it always comes with a price. The 

most obvious example is, of course, Hit-Girl. She had been trained to be a superhero long before the 

story took place. She gained a ridiculous amount of power — so far she seemed to be the strongest 

character, since she managed to defeat Mother Russia — but in return she lost her childhood and a 

normal life she could have had if things were different. Which is why in the second movie she had 

identity crisis: she had to decide whether she wanted to be Hit-Girl or Mindy Macready, the girl 

under the mask. Her choice was obvious of course, but again this lost her the safety and comfort a 

normal life can offer. 

The price for Kick-Ass’s power — gained from his training with Hit-Girl in order to be a more 

effective fighter — is also similar to that for the younger superhero’s, although not as extreme. Just 

when Kick-Ass started to change from a superhero wannabe into a real superhero, he lost his dad to 

The Motherfucker and his gang, similar to how Hit-Girl lost Big Daddy (Nicolas Cage). Then the bad 

guys attacked two of his fellow superheroes, Night Bitch (Lindy Booth) and Colonel Stars and Stripes 

(Jim Carrey), with one of them ended up in hospital while the other in a graveyard. And our titular 

hero also lost the normal life he’d had at the start of the first movie: a life as a comic book geek with 

an idealistic take on justice. But unlike Hit-Girl, Kick-Ass could still pass as a normal person with a 

normal life, although now he became more conscious about power. The less power you had, the 

movies seem to say, the cheaper the price you had to pay. 

In Kick-Ass movies, both the good guys and the bad guys use power and violence as their weapons of 

choice. I won’t try to justify this, because I don’t like the idea of excessive violence either. Not in the 

real world, anyway, and especially not when it’s directed to me. But I think what Kick-Ass movies are 
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trying to say is you need power; otherwise people will just push you around.  But power also comes 

in many variety — think of The Motherfucker’s money — and the way you use and misuse it is all up 

to you. 

“With no power comes no responsibility. Except that wasn’t true.” Then, if you were going to have 

responsibilities anyway, you might as well gain power so you could execute those responsibilities 

more swiftly. Such is the life of a superhero 
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